
Space Organization Coaching Points

Duration: 15mins
Set-up: 10x20 yard grids, 4 players per grid. 1 ball. 

Repeat to accommodate all players. 
Instructions: 
• Players pass and follow in sequence. Begin with 

Fig 1 and progress to Fig 2. Large grid encourages 
players to focus on tecnique

Progression:
Award players a point for each consecutive pass that 
stays in the grid. When a pass leaves the grid group 
must begin again at zero.  Winner is  1st  group to 10 
or 15 consecutive passes.

ABC of Passing

  1st Touch creates Angle to Pass
- Balance Forward  and leaning over the ball 
- Contact; Pass Using Inside of the foot

Also; 
 - Communicate 
-Sprint after Pass
-Play at game pace
-Stay on your toes

Duration: 20mins
Set-up: 3 different gates set up as shown. Approx 3 

yards in length. Players have 1 ball each.
Instructions: 
• Players Pass and Follow in Sequence (A-B-C)
• C Receives with one touch and strikes with next
• As soon as player arrives at the next station they 

turn and look to receive pass from person behind
• After C has shot, s/he collects ball and goes to 

back of line at station A.

Progression;

Give players a time limit and challenge the team to 
score ‘x’ amount of goals. Have fun forfeit for team if 
they don’t make it/coach if they do.

Ensure players pass and play at a high speed to 
avoid lines (i.e/ As soon as player arrives at next 
station s/he turns to receive next pass and keeps the 
sequence going with next ball)
*If lines still persist create a dribbling circuit for 
players to complete after shooting and retrieving 
their ball*

-ABC of Shooting
1st Touch creates Angle to shoot
-Balance is forward as you step into shot
-Contact; Use laces or inside of foot to strike ball

Also; 
-Quality crisp passes
-Communicate
-Accuracy over Power
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Age  Grades 3 and 4
Topic:  Shooting
Sub Topic: Using your first touch
Coach:
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Age Group: Grades 3 and 4
Topic:  Shooting
Sub Topic: Using your first touch
Coach:

Space Organization Coaching Points

Duration: 20mins
Set-up: 4v2 in Penalty area with GK, Server and extra 

defenders waiting behind goal
Instructions: 
• Server plays to an Attacker and they have to make 

3 passes before being able to shoot at goal
• Defenders rotate in after every play.
• Play for 3 minutes and switch teams

Use all points worked on in previous drills

Also;

 - Maintain Diamond Shape in Attack to provide 
Depth and Width
 - Move ball quickly to create Goal Scoring 
Opportunities
-Have an attitude to Shooting (Can you use 1st touch 
to set up  a shot? )

Duration: 25mins
Set-up: 35x25yard field with Goals and 12+    

balls
Instructions: 
2 teams with Goalkeepers and balls placed 

equidistantly around field. Normal Rules 
except when ball leaves the field or goal is 
scored appropriate team can restart game 
with any ball. Play until all balls are used and 
repeat

**Be sure to finish with a regular game!**

 -Which Ball to use and why
-Correct shooting technique (ABC’s)
- Shoot on Sight
Quick Transitions


